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Since exchanges were opened up between Mainland China and Taiwan, the 
volume of mutual trades and number of cooperative personnel have gradually 
increased every year. To meet the increasing demands for cross-straits financial 
services, exchanges and cooperations are conducted in their insurance as well. 
With the globalized development of finance, there are higher and more 
destructive risks that financial crisis would extend among countries or districts. 
To further prevent such risks, all countries begin to engage in regional financial 
cooperations. Thus, it is pretty necessary for Mainland China and Taiwan to 
further promote comprehensive cooperations in insurance supervision. In view 
of this, this paper attempts to discuss existing problems on cross-straits 
cooperations in insurance supervision and explore the approaches to solve 
problems to perfect systems by studying and comparing the supervision systems 
and policies of insurance in Mainland China and Taiwan.  
This paper includes three parts, namely introduction, text and conclusion, 
while the text is subdivided into four sections as follows.  
Chapter one firstly summarizes the significance and supervision of 
insurance and analyzes the development and exchanges of cross-straits 
insurance so as to explore the necessity of cross-straits cooperations in 
insurance supervision. 
Chapter two studies the objectives, principles and contents of cross-straits 
cooperations in insurance supervision. First of all, objectives are established for 
cross-straits cooperations in insurance supervision and prerequisite principles 
that shall be followed during cooperations are analyzed. Next, it analyzes and 
compares market access supervision, market exit supervision, operation 
supervision, supervision on financial situation, supervision on fund utilization, 














cooperations in insurance supervision.  
Chapter three primarily analyzes the status quo and existing problems of 
cross-straits cooperations in Insurance supervision. At present, cross-straits 
cooperations in insurance are still at the initial stage and cross-straits 
cooperations on insurance supervision still encounter problems on weak mutual 
trust, lack of platforms for supervision cooperations, differences between legal 
systems and product innovation as well as data security worries, etc.  
Chapter four mainly proposes that Mainland China and Taiwan shall have 
common concepts, build common platforms, promote the integration of legal 
systems and jointly take up international challenges and so forth to improve 
cross-straits cooperations on insurance supervision according to sequence.  
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2009 年 11 月两岸签定《两岸金融监理合作备忘录》，正式开启了两岸在金
融领域监管合作的大门。2010 年 6 月，两岸经过长时间协商，终于签定了
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